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TORSION CLASSES AND A UNIVERSAL CONSTRAINT
ON DONALDSON INVARIANTS FOR ODD MANIFOLDS
SELMANAKBULUT, TOM MROWKA,AND YONGBIN RUAN
Abstract. This paper studies the topology of the gauge group and gives mod 2
universal relations along Donaldson polynomials of smooth 4-manifolds, generalizing Y. Ruan's previous related result.

1. Introduction

and main theorem

Let P —>X4 be a principal G-bundle over a smooth 4-manifold, where G
is either SU(2) or SO(3). The space of gauge equivalence classes of irreducible connections on P, 38* (P), is an infinite-dimensional manifold. Given
a suitably generic metric on X we can define a finite-dimensional submanifold
JH(P) c 38*(P) consisting of the equivalences of anti-self-dual (ASD) connections. By a theorem of Freed and Uhlenbeck of the cobordism class of this
submanifold is independent of the metric of X. In [D2] Donaldson obtained
invariants of the smooth manifold X roughly by evaluating the rational cohomology classes of 38* (P) on the fundamental class of J7(P). Hence the
understanding of the cohomology structure of 38* (P) plays an important role
in this theory. It is known that the rational cohomology of 38* (P) does not
give all the cohomology. Even in the case of X = S4 the space 38*(P) has a
rich structure of torsion cohomology class [AJ]. For the general 4-manifold the
torsion classes of 38*(P) have potentially interesting applications, but they are
hard to compute [A, R2].
Using the index of a family of Dirac operators,

Donaldson

was able to con-

struct some 2-torsion homology classes in 38*(P) for 5C/(2)-bundles over spin
manifolds. These classes play an important role in the proof of his theorem
about intersection forms of spin manifolds, namely:
Theorem [Dl]. Let X be a simply connected even 4-manifold. Then if b% = 1,
the intersection form q is equivalent to (° x0), and if bj (X) = 2, q is equivalent
*»(?&)•(?*).
Another useful application of torsion classes is the torsion invariants defined
by Donaldson [D3] (see also [FS]). He used torsion class to define some new
invariants of 4-manifolds in order to address the change of smooth structures
under connected suming with S2 x S2.
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The bulk of this paper is a calculation of ni(38*(P)) for 50(3),

bundles

P —*X, generalizing the previous calculations of Freed-Uhlenbeck and Morgan in SU(2) case. This provides us a torsion class in Hi(38*(P)). Next we
relate these torsion classes to the moduli space J((P).
Taubes's gluing construction gives an imbedding 50(3) c 38* (P) which is usually referred to as
the "the gluing parameter". The key ingredient in Donaldson's theorem is that
his 2-torsion classes detect this gluing parameter. This was accomplished by an
excision argument using the families index theorem for elliptic operators. In
this paper we take a simple-minded algebraic topological approach and show
directly that the generator of 7ii(50(3)) maps nontrivially to the generator of

ni(38*(P)).
As an application of our fundamental group calculation we give a mod 2
universal constraint for some of Donaldson's invariants of odd manifolds. This
generalizes results of the third named author [RI]. Donaldson invariants are
infinitely many and are difficult to calculate. Donaldson asked whether there are
any universal relations or constraints on Donaldson invariants. Friedman and
Morgan showed that the Donaldson invariants of elliptic surfaces and complete
intersections are polynomials in their first Chern class and intersection form.
They also give a simple relation between Donaldson invariants of complex surface and its blow up.
For each 50(3)-bundle P —>X with first Pontrajagin class Pi and second Steifel Whitney class w2(P), it can be shown that Donaldson invariant
®w2,Pi(ai, ■■•, an) is a well-defined integral invariant if w2(ai) = 0 for every
a,. Let us denote the signature of X by a(X). Our main result is

Main Theorem. Let X4 be a simply connected manifold with b+(X) > 3 and

odd. Fix P -* M a principal SO(3)-bundle. If w2(P) = w2(X) and pi(P) =
a(X) + 4 (mod 8), then for all a, e H2(X) with at-at = 0 (mod 2) the 50(3)Donaldson invariants
Q°^>w2,Pfoti,

$>w2,p- satisfy the constraint:

... , a„)=

^2q(ctj,
i<j

aj)<&WltPl(ai,

... , a,-, ... , a], ... , a„)

= 0 (mod 2).
Note these hypotheses reduce to that of [RI], when X is spin.

For then

w2(TX) = 0 and o(X) = 0 (mod 8). Thus P lifts to an 5t/(2)-bundle with
and pi = -4k -4 = 0 (mod 8); then k is odd. As a corollary we also have
that in certain cases the zero-degree Donaldson invariants must be even:

Corollary. Under the same assumptions as in the main theorem, if also b2(X) >
3, the zero-degree Donaldson invariant satisfies the condition 4>o= 0 mod 2.

These constraints severely restrict the value of mod 2 Donaldson invariants. Fintushel and Stern [FS] have completely calculated the parity of SU{2)Donaldson invariants for certain cases by using [RI]. Presumably a similar
theorem is true for the 50(3)-Donaldson invariants based on our results, but
we shall not pursue this line here. Our proof of the main theorem follows by
applying our calculation to the cobordism construction of [RI]. The torsion
class provided by ni(38*) is crucial in the construction of Donaldsons' torsion invariants. It is straightforward to extend the torsion invariants for odd
manifolds.
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The main point of this paper is to prove these results by using purely algebraic
topology methods (the first four sections). In §5 we also give a parallel treatment
of this results by using the index theory. But we would like to emphasize that
the index theory methods cannot be generalized to other torsion classes whereas
the algebraic topological methods do [A].

2. Topology of 38*(P)
In this section we determine ni (38*(P)) using obstruction theory. We follow
the notes of [M] closely. Let X be a closed smooth 4-manifold with n.i(X) = 0

and P -* X be a principal G-bundle, where G = 50(3) or SU(2). We adopt
the convention that G acts freely on P by the right multiplication. Let sf(P)
be the space of connections on P, and let s/*(P) denote the subspace of the
irreducible connections on P. Let &{P) be the gauge group, i.e.,

&{P)= {h:P^P\h{pg) = hip)g),
2?(P) = {s:P-*G\s(pg)

= g-xs(p)g}.

To be more precise we complete these spaces in appropriate Sobolev norms.
The gauge group acts on j/ (P) in the obvious way: we denote this action by

{A,h)~* h*A. The group §{P) = &(P)/{±I} when G = SU(2) {&{P) =
2?(P) when G = 5O3) acts on sf*(P) freely. Also the reduced gauge group
Jo(P) = {h I h\PXo= Id} acts on s?(P) freely, where PXo denotes the fiber
over a base point xq . So we get the principal fibrations:

#(P) -* s/*(P) -» sT{P)l&{P) = 38*(P),

$o{P)-+s?(P)-^ J*{P)IW) = M(P)For simplicity the dependence of these spaces on P often will be dropped
from their notation. Since sf(P) and sf*(P) are contractible, we can denote
the base spaces as the classifying spaces of the corresponding gauge groups:
38*(P) = B§ and 380(P) = B^ . We can also identify 380 with s/ x& PXo,
i.e., it is the equivalence classes of points in the product under the equivalence

relation (A, p) ~ (s*A, p.s(p)) for 5 e S?.
By considering the restriction map from 9 to the automorphisms of a single
fiber of P we get the short exact sequence

/ -» S?0-> ^ - Aut(Pt0) = SU(2) -» /.
Since SU(2)/{±I}

= 50(3),

we get the exact sequence

/ -» % -» & -» SO(3) -» /.
So, in particular, S?/!§b —50(3).

This induces the exact sequence of fibrations

So - £ - 50(3) - B% - Rf - BSO{3).
Proposition 1. Let P -* X be a principal G-bundle of a compact smooth 4manifold X, with 50(3). Then there is a weak homotopy equivalence:

38*(P)~Mapp(X;BSO{i))
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where the right-hand side denotes the component of the space of(unbased)

maps

inducing the bundle P. If G = SU(2), then 38*(P) is the total space of a
covering space with fiber HX(X; Z2) :
HX(X; Z2)-+38*(P) - Map^X; Bso^).
Proof. Let G = 50(3); then consider the principal O-bundle:

(*)

ip=sf*

x~P->38*

xX.

The total space is the equivalence classes of points [A, p] in srf* x P identified by the equivalence relation (A,p) ~ (s*A, p.s(p)) where s e &. The
50(3) action on the total space is given by the right multiplication; i.e., if

g e 50(3) and [A, p] e sf* x~P , then [A, p]g = [A, pg]. The action is well
defined since [A,p]g = [A,pg] = [s*A, pg.s*(pg)] = [s*A, pg.g~xs(p)g] =
[s*A, p.s(p)g] = [s*A, p.s(p)]g. It is free, since if [A, p] = [A, pg], then
(A,p.g) = (s*A, p.s(p)) for some s, so s = I since A is irreducible; so
pg = p and therefore g = I.
Now consider the classifying maps to the universal 50(3)-bundle:
•&* xg P

" > ■£'50(3)

where cr is an 50(3)-equivariant map and the diagram commutes. This in turn
induces the following commutative diagram:
#* -°-+

MapS0(3)(P, £so(3))

(**)

.5?*—2-*- Map^R^)
where Maps0(3)(P, ESO(3)) denotes the set of 50(3)-equivariant

a{A){p) = &[A,p]

and

maps, and

a([A])(x) = o([A], x).

Since a(A)(pg) = a[^,pg]
= d([A,p]g) = (fj[^,p])g
= (a(^)(p))g,
a is
well defined. Furthermore, each vertical map of the diagram principal ^-bundle
map, where the action of & on MapS0(3)(P, £so(3)) is defined by (s, f) >->s*f
with (s*f)(p) = f(p.s~x(p)); and a is & equivariant since

a(5M)(p) = d[s*A , p] = o[(s-x)*s*A , p.s~x(p)]

= a[A,p.s-x(p)]

= &(A){p.s-xip))=s*{&{A))(p).

Since ESo(3) is contractible, so is Map50(3)(P, ESo(3)) and hence both of
these are universal principal ^-bundles. Therefore, the base spaces are weakly
homotopy equivalent.
In case G = 51/(2) we let p: P -> P denote the reduction map to the
underlying 50(3)-bundle; then we have the basic exact sequence [M]

Z2 - &{P) -» &(P) -2->H\X; Z2) -+ 1
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where a is defined as follows: for any element h: P -> P of &(P) we let a(h)
be the difference of the two spin structures p and h ° p on P.
Now the proof proceeds just as before. Since the center {±1} of 2?(P) acts
trivially on sf*, we get an 50(3)-bundle as in (*). The only exception is
that in the diagram (**) the left vertical map is a principal ^(P)-bundle and
the right vertical map is a principle ^(P)-bundle. Hence to get a principal
^(P)-bundle on the right side we must divide Map50(3)(P, ESo(3)) only by the

subgroup &(P) of 9(F). This gives us 38*(P). Since Mapp(X, BSO(3))is
obtained from Map50(3)(P, ES0{3)) by dividing &(P), Mapp(X, BSo(3)) is

obtained from 38*(P) by dividing &iJ)l&(P), which is HX{X;Z2). □
We can now interpret the homotopy groups of 38* (P) in a geometric way:
nk(38*) = [Sk, so; Map/'(X, BS0{3}),P]

= noMapt(Sk,Mapp(X,BSom))
= n0Map(Sk

x X, BSO{3))P

= [SkxX,BSO{3}]P

where so denotes the base point of Sk and the exponatial P means the set of
maps that restrict to P on sqxX and homotopic to P on each slice sxX (by
viewing view P as a map). Thus we are reduced to the study of isomorphism
classes of bundles over Sk x X which restrict to a bundle isomorphic to P on
each slice and equal to P on a particular slice:
'
i
nk(38*) = \

i\SoxX = P,

i\s><x = P for each s e Sk >.

,SkxX

Theorem 1. Let P —>X be a principle SO(3)-bundle over a compact smooth
4-manifold X, with Hx(X) = 0; then

z
ni{&*{P)) = <

,0

f px(P) = o(X) mod8
2 l \w2(P)

j

= w2(TX) mod2j

otherwise.

Remark. Notice that when G = SU(2) we have w2(P) = 0 mod 2. Hence the
theorem in this case reduces to the well-known result:
tf2>*fDyy

/ Z2

ifci(P)

I 0

otherwise.

7ti(6& (P)) = < „

u

v "

= 0 mod2,

and * is even

Definition. When ni(38*) = Z2 we denote the corresponding generator of
HX(38*;Z2) = Z2 by ux.

Proof. By the above description, the fundamental group is identified by the
isomorphism class of 50(3)-bundles over SxxX which restrict to P on soxX
and isomorphic to P on all other slices. To count these bundles we cut Sx xX
open along so x X and count the bundles on I x X which restrict to P on the
boundary. But since H4(X x Sx) « HX(X) 8 Z has no 2-torsion, by [DW] the
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|

SxxSxxX-int(B6)

IxSlxX

Figure 1
restriction of these bundles over the 4-skeleton X x Sx - B5 are determined by
their first Pontryagin and the second Steifel-Whitney classes. But since Hi (X) =
0, the only possibility for these classes are px (P) x 1 and w2(P) x 1. Therefore
the restrictions of these bundles to X x Sx - B5 are unique. Furthermore, there
are two different ways of extending any bundle over X x Sx - B5 to the top
skeleton since 7T450(3) = Z2 . Hence if n —►
55 is the nontrivial bundle given
by the generator of 7i450(3) = Z2, then

L Z2 otherwise
where P -* Sx x X also denotes the bundle pulled back from P -> X by the
projection map and P#n is obtained from P by clutching P with n in a chart.
The following is an observation of J. Morgan [M]:

Lemma 1. If there is an SO(3)-bundle i -►51 x 51 x X - int(R6), such that
the restriction to the boundary i\ss = n and ^Ioxs'xa- = P. then nx(38*) = 0
otherwise 7tx(38*) = Z2 .
Proof. Given such a bundle i we cut Sx xSx xX-int(B6)
open to get a bundle
of I x Sx x X which restricts to P on the two outside boundary components
and to n over 55. Then by connecting summing 55 to one of the outside
boundary components we get a bundle over I x X restricting P and P$n over
the two ends; hence, these two bundles are isomorphic. The converse of this also
holds. The result follows from the above description of nx(38*). See Figure 1.
Now the proof of Theorem 1 follows from the following lemma:

Lemma 2. Every bundle i -* 51 x 51 x X - int(R6) with HoxS'xx = P extends over Sx x Sx x X if and only if px(P) = c2(P) mod8, and cx(P) =
Ci(TX) mod2, where cx(P) is an integral lifting of w2(P).
Proof. Call (Z , Z0) = (SxxSx xX, 51 x5' xX-int(B6)).
Since w2 has an integral lifting, i comes from a U(2)-b\indle. So we can assume that i is a U(2)bundle. In particular, c2(P) = (c2(P) -pi(P))/4.
The obstruction to extending
the bundle i —♦Zo over the whole six-skeleton Z is given by k6 where k$ is the

first fc-invariant of BU(2). By the definition, k6 e H6(K(Z , 2)xK(Z, 4), Z2)
such that its pull-back to BU(2) vanishes. H6(K(Z, 2) x K(Z , 4), Z2) is generated by c\, Sq2c2, Cic2. It is easy to check that
k6 = Sq2c2(i) + ci(i)c2(i)
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is the only choice. We can write
c2(i) = lxl

xc2(P) + [Sx]x[Sx]xa,

ci(i) = 1 x 1 xci(P) + e([51]x[51]x

1)

where a e H2(X) and e = 0 or 1, and obtain
h = [Sx] x [51] x (a2 + aa(P) + ec2(P)).
Hence k(, is zero for all such bundles only if for all a e H2(X)

a2 + aci (P) = 0 mod 2 and

c2(P) = 0 mod 2.

By Wu's formula the first condition is equivalent to Ci(P) = cx(TX) mod2,
and the second condition is obviously equivalent to Pi(P) = c2(P) mod8.
It remains to show that vanishing k^ is sufficient for extending i to Z.
Since if k(, = 0, the obstruction theory says that i can be extended only after
possibly changing it over the 5-cells, let us show that this is not necessary. That
is, if i does not extend, then it cannot be extended even after readjusting it
over the 5-cells. Otherwise we would have two bundles over the complement of
the four-skeleton:
Z0 - T2 x X& U int(R2) x Y = T02x Y - int(R6)

agreeing over the outside boundary, and one extending the other not extending
over B6 . Here X& is the two-skeleton of X, Y = X-X^,
T2 is the 2-torus,
B2 is a ball in T2, and To = T - int(R2). By putting these bundles together
on the double of this manifold (two copies of the manifold glued along the
common boundary) we obtain a bundle on

W = Double(r02 x Y) - int(B6)
which is nontrivial on the boundary. Since H (X) = 0, Y is a homology 4-ball,
and hence

W is a homology

51x55#51x55

minus a point.

Hence we get a map

/: W —>Rso(3) which restricts to the nontrivial element of 7ts(Rso(3))= Z2 on
the boundary 55. By surgering nx(W) we can turn / into a map from a
homology ball /: B6 -> BSO(3),contradicting the fact that / is essential on the
boundary 55. See Figures 2 and 3.
B2xy

Figure 2
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fCZ_—--j

—*" BS0(3)

w
Figure 3
3. Gluing parameter
Let P —>X be an 50(3)-bundle over a smooth Riemannian manifold
(X, g). Recall that the moduli space -# of ASD connections on P is the
space:

jr(P) = {[A]e3?*(P)\F+(A) = 0}
where F+(A) is the self-dual part of the curvature of the connection A with
respect to metric g. Since 50(3)-bundles over 4-manifolds are classified by
their first Pontryagin and the second Steifel-Whitney classes, Jf(P) is sometimes also denoted by J^w2,Px■
The gluing parameter plays a crucial role in the compactification of the moduli space. Taubes's gluing construction gives an embedding

G^J7<z38*.
The question addressed in this section is how much does G detect the algebraic
topology of 38*. By the previous section, understanding the homotopy class of
this embedding is equivalent to studying the pull-back of the universal bundle
over 38* x X. We shall see that this bundle is just a by-product of the gluing
construction.
Next, we give a description

of Taubes's

gluing construction

by Donaldson

which is more suitable for our setting. Suppose that X is expressed as a union
of open sets X = Z0 u Zi with 7ti(Zo n Zi) = 1 and Aq and Ai are 50(3)connections on bundles Po, Pi over Zo, Zi , respectively, which are both flat on
the overlap ZoHZj. It z is a base point in ZoUZi, then a 50(3) isomorphism

p: (Po)z - (/,),
defines, by parallel transport, an isomorphism Po\z0nz, — Pi|z0nz, • Using this
gluing map we construct a bundle Pp = Po Up Pi over X. There is an obvious
way to define a connection Ap = A0 #p Ax by matching up the holonomy on the
overlap. Since Pp and P have the same characteristic class, there are bundle
isomorphism Ip: Pp —►
P. This induces a map from the gluing parameter to
38* by p —*[Ip(Ap)], where the bracket denotes the equivalence of the connection. Even though Ip is not necessarily continuous, up to gauge equivalence
IP(AP) is smooth.

Let Pg = \Jp Pp. Pg is a principal 50(3)-bundle over G x X. For any
Vp € Pp, [Ip(Ap), Ip(vp)] defines a bundle map from PG to the universal bundle
ip over 38* x X. This map is smooth for the same reason as above. Therefore
the pull-back of the universal bundle over G x X is nothing but Pq ■
In order to classify the bundle class, let us recall that we can build a bundle
skeleton by skeleton. Since X is simply connected, we can assume that X
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Z0_

X

Figure 4
only has 0-, 2- and 4-cells. In particular, X - D4 is the deformation retract
of its 2-skeleton. So we can build a bundle in following way: we first build a
bundle over the 2-skeleton and then extend over X - D4 . The obstruction to
extending this bundle over D4 is the transition function from X - D4 to D4 .
This transition function is a map from 53 to 50(3) which is classified by its
degree. Let ok denote the map of degree k. Now we are in the position to
give Pq a standard description. Let us first consider the case of w2 = 0. The
general case will be just a minor modification of this special case. In this case a
50(3)-bundle lifts to a 5£/(2)-bundle and hence is trivial in the complement of
a ball. The bundle is completely classified by transition function ok . Therefore,
topologically we can find trivializations over the punctured 4-manifold Zq and

a 4-ball 0$, i.e.,
P0|zo = Z0° x 50(3),

P0|o< = D40x 50(3).

The transition function from Z$ to Dq go,o' 5q —>50(3)
c2(^4o)• In the same way, Zx = Z\ U D\ such that

P, |z, =■Z\ x 50(3),

is ak where k =

P,|„4 = D4 x 50(3),

and the transition function gi,i = <7/ where / = c2(Ax). Clearly from the
construction of Pq we can conveniently cover GxX by GxDq, GxZfi, Gx
Z\, G x D4 . By choosing the obvious trivializations over those open sets, the
transition functions become
go,o = l x ok: G x 503- 50(3),
g0,i =px 1 :Ox(Z0nZI)-^5O(3),

gi,1 = lx<r/: G x S3 -* SO(3),
where p is the gluing parameter. See Figure 4.
Now we can choose a different local trivialization of the same bundle over
G xZ\ by p~x x 1. Then we get a new transition function go,i = Id and
gi, i = G[P • Because go, i = Id, we can view Z,0 u Z\ as a single open set, and

bundle restricted to it has a single local trivialization. We can perform the same
process for go,o and note that 5q has a different orientation as 53. Finally
Pg is isomorphic to a bundle which is trivial outside G x D\ and transition
function gi, i = Oipok .
Let us consider the case that the bundle Po over Z0 is an arbitrary 50(3)bundle but that Pi can be lifted to an 5t/(2)-bundle.
This process can be
performed over Zi without much change. In fact, we only need to use the
local trivialization of Pj. Finally PG can be constructed in the following way:
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We have a bundle Po over Zo which is trivialized over Zo n Zi. One can
extend trivially over G x (Zi - D4). So we can view P0 as a SO(3)-bundle
over G x (X - D4). A fixed trivialization over GxD4 , Pq can be obtained by
the transition function gj >i: G x S3 —*SO(3) where gi, 1 = Oip = Oipo-iOi.
So Pg can also be obtained by first performing a transition function cy and
then Oipo-i. The first step only modifies P0 to a bundle P', which is obtained
by gluing a 5f/(2)-bundle with Chern class / to Po. In particular, P' has the
same w2 as P0,and Pi(P') = px(Po) + 41.
Now we focus our attention on the last bundle gluing process, given by the
map $,:Gx53^
50(3) where ®i(p,x) = oj(x)pa-i(x).
Let G = 51 c
50(3) represent the generator of 50(3). The case in which we are interested
is the bundle PSi -»5'xl.
Clearly o~i= ooj1 where J1: 53 —►
53 is a degree
/ map and o is the projection map 517(2) to 50(3). Since p = 1 implies
<P/= 1, <P/ factors through a map:

®i:Sx xS3/l xS3^SO(3).
Because of the homotopy equivalence 51 x 53/l x 53 ~ 2(53) v 51, we can
assume that O/: X(53) -> 50(3), such that the map sends the two end points
of the suspension to the same point. Furthermore, 0; = Oo !(/'), where
Z(Jl):Z(S3)-+-L(S3)
is the suspension map (degree / self-map of 54), and <J>= $i . We claim that O
is the generator of 7i4(50(3)) = Z2 . Given this claim we get that <P/ represents
/-times the generator of 7r4(50(3)). From the description of nx (38*) from the
last section we see that in fact this is also the generator of iti(38*).
It remains to prove the claim. First observe that since the map <I>is given
by <J>(i,x) = xtx~x where t is the suspension coordinate, it factors as
54 = X(53) -» 53 - 50(3)
where the first map is easily seen to be the suspension of the Hopf map and the
second map is the projection a . Hence the claim follows.

4. Universal

constraints

Now we are in the position to prove the main theorem by using the cobordism
construction of [R]. Let P —►
X be a 50(3)-principal bundle. By Chern-Weil
theory, the necessary condition for P to admit an ASD connection is that
Pi < 0. Furthermore, by the Atiyah-Singer theorem [DK]

dimC^.p,)
So when b£(X) is odd dim^^jp,
have the Donaldsons p-map:

= -2pi - 3(1 + 62+).
= 2b for an integer b . Recall also that we

p:H2(X;Z)^H2(38*;Q)
given by the homology slant product p(o7) = -\px(ip)/a
with the first Pontryagin class Pi(ip) of the universal 50(3)-bundle constructed in §2
iP=sf* x-P-^38*
xX.

By [K] this bundle lifts to an f7(2)-bundle EP -+ 38* x X when X is simply
connected and w2(P) ^ 0. Now for the rest of this section assume X is simply
connected and w2(P) ^ 0.
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Lemma 3. Let A2(X) = {a £ H2(X; Z) | w2(a) = 0} ; then p maps this set to
the integral classes
p: A2(X) - H2(38*; Z).
Proof. If w2(a) = 0, we can choose a lifting EP ^ 38* x X with cj (1 x a) = 0
Then -px(iP) = 4c2(Ep) - c\(EP). By decomposing Ci(EP) = Ci(38*) x 1 + 1 x
Ci(P) we get c\(EP) = c\(38*) xl + lx c\(P) + 2cx(38*) x cx(P); hence,
-Pi(ip)/a

= 4c2(EP)/a - 2cx(38*) x cx(P)(a) = 4c2(EP)/a.

Hence /i(a) = -\px(iP)/a

= c2(EP)/a is an integral class.

Proo/(of the main theorem). Consider J7Wl,Px-t,. Note that a • a = 0 mod(2)
iff w2(a) = 0. For any ai, ... , ai+2 6 H2(X, Z) with ti72(a,-)= 0, /i(a,-) are
integral classes. Choose the surfaces Ei, ... , zZb+2in general position representing ax, ... , ab+2 . We can define divisors V^ that are transverse to
each other and to J7Wltpx for p > px - 4. Recall the number of points of
VzlC]---f\Vzb n^,2>Pl , counted by orientation, is defined to be the Donaldson
invariant 0^^,(01,
... , ab). Let
N = vlln---nvUh2nJrW2,Pl.4.

Then dim iV = 4. A^ is not compact. The ends of TVcompactify to give cones
on 50(3). Each end corresponds a pair ([A], x) where

[A]€VZln---nvZin---nvJ;Jn---nVztnjtrW2tPl

and xel,n^.

The number of such pairs are measured by q o Q>W2
Pl(at, ... , a^+2). Cutting
the cone, we get a compact manifolds with boundary N c N. Furthermore,
each component of its boundary is the gluing parameter 50(3). By our assump-

tion of Pi - 4 = w\ mod 8 and w2(P) = w2(X), ux £ Hx(38*; Z2) exists and
Milso(3) gives the generator of Hx(SO(3); Z2) by the previous section. Hence,

0 = u3(dN) = $ o*^,„(<*,,

... , a6+2)u3(50(3))

= Q0<bw2,Px(oLi, ... , ab+2)

(mod2).

(See Figure 5.)
Proof (of Corollary). Let Oo be a zero-degree Donaldson invariant. By theorem, q o Q>0(cti, a2) = 0 mod2 if w2(ctj) = 0. But q o <Po(c*i, a2) =
q(ai, a2)<Po. It is enough to show that there are classes c*i, a2 such that
^("1) = w2(a2) = 0 and q(ai, a2) = 1. When the manifold is odd, its
intersection form is equivalent to @k(l){Bn-k(~l)
■ Let Xi, ... , x„ be the
generators. Since X is simply connected, w2 can also be lifted as the integer

Mw p

Figure 5
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class. In fact, one lift is xx + x2 -I-hx„
. If b2 = n > 3, let ax = xx + x2 and
a2 = X1+X3. It is easy to check that w2(ai) = u;2(a2) = 0 but q(ax, a2) = 1.

5. Index theory

construction

of ux

Let 50(3) — P -> X be a principal 50(3)-bundle. It is classified by the
first Pontryagin class pi and second Steifel-Whitney class w2 subject to the
relation w2=px (mod 4).
There is an exact sequence

0 -» 51 -» U(2) -* 50(3) -» 0
where 51 represents the diagonal matrices. When X is simply connected, w2
always has an integral lift. Any integral lift c defines a lifting of the 50(3)bundle to the C/(2)-bundle E -» X with ci = c. The characteristic classes are
related by
Ci(E) = c (= w2(P) mod2),
c2(E)-4c2(E)=px(P).

When we restrict to the subgroup SU(2) c U(2), we have

0 - Z2 - SU{2) -+ 50(3) -» 0.
This corresponds to a choice of the spin structure on P. In this case, u;2(P) = 0
and px = -4c2(E).
Under this lift, we can then interpret connections on P as connections on
E which induce the fixed connection on the determinant; moreover, irreducible
connections correspond to irreducible ones and ASD connections to ASD ones.
Let S'A^E) be the space of (irreducible) connections on E inducing the fixed
connection on the determinant.
Let TT'G(E) be the group of gauge transformations of E preserving the determinant. Then

38\P) = S38*(E)= ^Q.
For any g € 79PG(E), det(g) is a gauge transformation on det(.E). Since
det(g) preserves a fixed connection on det(is), det(g) must be constant. Note
that any element x e 17(2) can be written as x = xov for xo e SU(2) and
v € 5' . Therefore, we can split g = go?; with det(go) = 1, v e Sx as a
constant gauge transformation.
It is easy to see that center C(U(2)) = 51.

Hence v e stab(^*(£)).

Then if S0&(E) = {g e &G{E), det(g) = 1},

Now let X be a Riemannian 4-manifold and F(X) be the frame bundle with
structure group 50(4). There is a similar exact sequence

0 -» 51 - Spinc(4) - 50(4) - 0.
If / is an integral lift of w2(X), then we can lift F(X) to a Spinc(4)bundle. The irreducible Spin representations give two f7(2)-bundles F* with
first Chern class /. Consider V± ®E. When w2(P) = w2(X), we can choose
c and / such that / = —c. We claim that V± <g>
E have real structures. Note
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that V± ® E are the associated vector bundles of a 17(2) x 17(2) principal
bundle through the representation on C2 ®C2 .
There is a subgroup in 17(2) x U(2) as follows:

G = {(A,B)e 1/(2) x U(2);det(A)det(B)= 1}.
G contains a circle subgroup 51 = {(e'e, e~'8)}. Furthermore, G/Sx =
50(4). When /= -c, the structure groups of V±®E reduce to G or V±®E
are associated O-bundles by representations on C2<8>C2. It is obvious that 51
acts trivially on C2®C2. So representations factor through 50(4) and are the
complexifications of the standard real representation. In other words, V± <g>
E
can be viewed as the complexification of real bundles.
Another way to view this construction is the following: First of all, identify
C2 with quaternion H by (a, b) <-»a + Jb with J2 = -1. Then we can also
identify the corresponding 17(2) action. It is easy to check

( « ~- ) 6 SU{2) <-*multiply by (a + JB) from left
el6I <-> multiply by eld from right.

Note that the multiplication of J from right commutes with SU(2) but
not scalar multiplication. Now consider C2 ® C2 = H ® H. There is a conjugation map by multiplication of J ® J from right. It obviously commutes
with 517(2) x 517(2). Note that every element of G can be expressed as the
product of an element of 517(2) x SU(2) and (ew, e~'°). As we saw before,
the second element acts trivially on C2 ® C2. So G commutes with J ® J.
Note that (J ® J)2 = 1. Then we decompose C2 ® C2 as ±-eigenspace and
i sends one to another. Furthermore, this decomposition commutes with G.
This shows that the bundle itself is the complexification of a real bundle induced by -fT-eigenspace. It is straightforward to check that the coupled Dirac
operator D*E is compatible with the real structure. For the details we refer the
reader to Chapter 3 of [DK]. Therefore, the kernel and cokernel of the operator
are naturally

real vector spaces.

Based gauge group 3^G0 = {g e S*G, g\Xo = 1} acts freely on the spaces
of irreducible connections 3*A* and commutes with Z)£ . Thus the index of
the family of Dirac operators gives a virtual bundle

Ind(D{) e KO [§§-)

.

We want to push down bundle to the S^B*. The obstruction to doing this is
that -1 acts trivially on 777A*but possibly nontrivially on Ixk1(Z>e).An index
theorem calculation shows that -1 acts on the det(Ind(Z)^)) as (-i)md(Df-).
Thus when inde\(DfE) = 0 (mod 2), detlnd(£>^) descends to S*B*. By the
Atiyah-Singer Index Theorem,

ind(£>£) = 2ind(/y)

- c2(E) + i(/c,(E)

+ c2(E)).

By our choice, / = -Ci(E). Hence ind(D^) = c2(E) (mod2).
c2(E) = 0 (mod2) is equivalent to px(P) = w\ (mod8). Thus
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Definition. If w2(P) = w2(X) and Pi(P) = w\ (mod8), we can choose liftings
c, f such that / = —c and define
K, = Wi(Ind(DfE)) € HX(S?B*, Z2).
Next we want to evaluate this class on the gluing parameter. Recall the
gluing construction in §3. If we glue two 17(2) connections, then for each
p € 17(2) we can construct a C/(2)-bundle Pp . Obviously we can also glue the
induced det bundle by det p. If we want the glued connection to have the
same determinant, we have to fix det p, i.e., choose a smaller gluing parameter
5(7(2). The rest of the argument is the same as Donaldson's excision argument
to reduce the calculation to the one for the standard instanton on the 4-sphere.
Finally we can prove that over the gluing parameter of a connection A with
the standard instanton of 54, Ind(DfE) is m + n where m = ind(D^) and n

is the Hopf line bundle over 50(3).
fact, w3(50(3)) = 1.

So det(Ind{) = n and «i|so(3) # 0. In
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